
Dear Fellow BBGs,
My name is Evie Gouldin and I am aspiring to be your 31st Virginia Council S’ganit. I remember
walking into my first BBYO program as a little 8th grader and being completely terrified and
anxious. At that program though, I also remember having the time of my life. It was
interactive, engaging, and fun; and kept me coming back for more. Programming is the
backbone of BBYO and it is what allows us to sculpt and cultivate VAC into our vision for an
amazing council. After that first program I was also encouraged to run for board. I have held
many board positions throughout my years in VAC and have run many programs. Being on board
has given me a passion for leading and for helping others through BBYO. This is why I want to
be your 31st VAC S’ganit. Because I know that I have a bounty of knowledge that I can use to not
only lead the council, but also to pass down to my counterparts and to improve the wellbeing
of every member of VAC. As your S’ganit I promise to stay true to my mission and to remain
passionate throughout the entirety of the term. I promise to work hard not for myself, but
for each of you.  Submitted with undying love for Jeopardy, Jewpardy, Harry Styles, Matthew
Gray Gubler, my dog Gypsy, Zoom, Cohen BBG #1172, Eastern Region #6, you, me, and VAC BBG, I
forever and always remain… 
Evie Caye Gouldin
Proud Candidate for your 31st VAC S’ganit 

Leukemia Lymphoma Society Student of
the Year 

led a team, planned many events,
raised $70,000

Leadership Center
National Honor Society (NHS)
Spanish NHS
Freemanettes Service Club
Circle of Friends Club
SADD Club
Varsity Lacrosse
Varsity Volleyball

Non-BBYO

30th VAC Gizborit
Planned successful 1st virtual shuk,  guided
counterparts through fundraisers, stand up
programs, globalization programs, etc.

#1 Chapter Morah
Planned very successful MIT sleepover, guided MITS
through planning a program, planned big/little
programs

Chapter Gizborit
Planned most highly attended program of the term

2020 International Convention
2020 Execs
2019 Execs
2019 Regionals
2018 Regionals
2019 Spring Cultural
2018 Spring Cultural
Active member of Cohen since 8th grade
2021 International Leadership Seminar in Israel*

BBYO

Candidate for your 

31st VAC S'ganit 

These make Evie the best woman for the job…

What are Qualifications



 
Work with my Cos to connect our

chapter counterparts so they can share
ideas about programs and brainstorm

together
 

Encourage my counterparts to offer
opportunities for all members to plan or

assist in planning a program
 

Legitimize RLN and add year round
positions (ex: programming coordinator
to help connect all S’ganim and increase

fluidity throughout the region)
 

Emphasize the IC chapter showcase and
encourage my counterparts to

participate
 

Have my counterparts send me an
outline of each program at least 2 weeks

in advance
 

Have monthly calls with all of my
counterparts and communicate with
them constantly both in a group chat

and individually
 

Highlight a program of the week with my
counterparts and have them share with

their fellow chapter S’ganim what
allowed their program to succeed

 
Educate my counterparts about the
programming funnel and encourage

them to implement it

This is how Evie is going to improve VAC as its S’ganit...

What are Goals and Ideas

A Jeopardy board of goals 

and ideas to achieve them:

Increase membership 

and retention

Create an inclusive 

space for everyone

 Ensure all BBGs achieve their

leadership potential /  open

communication with counterparts

 
Emphasize interactive

programming
 

Create programs targeted at
MITS and prospects

 
Create meaningful programs
that deliver the message in a

fun and interactive way
 

Provide an improved program
outline to make sure my

counterparts are able to run
programs smoothly for a

good 1st impression to new
members

 
Ensure my counterparts

implement the programming
funnel in order to give a

natural flow to the
recruiting process

 
Work with the Mazkirah to
advertise all programs on
the council social media

 

Incorporate multiple folds of
programming into each chapter to

appeal to all interests

Expand limmuds, onegs, and other
activities at Regional Convention to

appeal to a wide array of interests

Have a BBYO separates for people of
all gender identities at Regional

Convention

Encourage a large focus on
sisterhood and camaraderie within

programs

Emphasize the role of the
inclusivity chair in cultivating

inclusive and diverse programming

Emphasize and incorporate
international initiatives to create a

feeling of belonging within the
entire order of the B’nai B’rith Girls

This is going to be an amazing term in VAC... 

 What is 2021-22!!


